In this paper we consider an online recommendation setting, where a platform recommends a sequence of items to its users at every time period. The users respond by selecting one of the items recommended or abandon the platform due to fatigue from seeing less useful items. Assuming a parametric stochastic model of user behavior, which captures positional effects of these items as well as the abandoning behavior of users, the platform's goal is to recommend sequences of items that are competitive to the single best sequence of items in hindsight, without knowing the true user model a priori. Naively applying a stochastic bandit algorithm in this setting leads to an exponential dependence on the number of items. We propose a new Thompson sampling based algorithm with expected regret that is polynomial in the number of items in this combinatorial setting, and performs extremely well in practice. We also show a contextual version of our solution.
Introduction
In applications such as email newsletters or app notifications, the platform's goal is to carefully tailor items (for instance, items) so as to maximize revenue while maintaining user retention. Both these metrics depend not only on the intrinsic quality of the items themselves, but also on the way they are positioned when the users view them. When the user's precise behavior is not known a priori, the platform may have to learn and maximize revenue simultaneously. In many such platforms, users can be categorized into types (for instance, based on information such as IP, location etc.) and the platform has the ability to interact with multiple users of the same type sequentially and independently. If the items are well aligned with the interests of the users, then the platform benefits from increased sales, its brand gets promoted and may also cause steady user growth. On the other hand, if the items are not interesting to the users, then it may induce fatigue (a state where their perceived value of the platform decreases) leading to user abandonment (for instance, canceled subscriptions or app uninstalls).
In this paper, we consider the following setting: the platform needs to learn a sequence of items (from a set of N items) by interacting with its users in rounds. In particular, it wants to maximize its expected utility when compared to the best sequence in hindsight. When a user is presented with a sequence of items, they view it from top-to-bottom and at each position, we can have the following stochastic outcomes:
1. The user is satisfied with the current item (perhaps clicks the item's link and navigates to a target page). In this situation, the platform gets a reward.
2. The user is not satisfied with the current item and is willing to look at the next item (for instance, the next notification) if it exists. Note that, it may happen that the user did not select any item and has reached the end of the sequence. In this case, the platform does not get a reward but is also not explicitly penalized.
3. The user has lost interest in the platform (presumably after viewing un-interesting items) and s/he decides to abandons the platform (for instance, by uninstalling the app). In this situation, we ascribe a penalty cost to the platform.
One could attempt to model the above problem using the stochastic Multi-armed Bandit (MAB) formalism, where the decision maker selects one arm out of (say M) arms in each round, and receives feedback in the form of a reward sampled from a reward distribution. In our setting, each arm would correspond to a sequence of items, and the regret would depend exponentially on the number of items.
In our setting, the platform can choose both the length of the sequence as well as the order of the items, and this is essentially a combinatorial problem in each round. The recommended sequence of items should balance the penalty of user abandonment versus the upside of user choosing a high revenue item. The probability of a user choosing a high revenue item is not independent of other items in the recommended list. We assume that the aforementioned user behavior has a particular parametric form (detailed in Section 3), whose parameters are not known a priori. Our main contribution is the design of a fatigue-aware online recommendation solution, which we call the Sequential Bandit Online Recommendation System (SBORS). SBORS, which is based on Thompson sampling, comes with attractive regret guarantees and makes an ordered list of item recommendations to users by carefully exploring their suitability and exploiting learned information based on previous user feedback.
The key contributions of this paper are as follows: First, we design a Thompson sampling (TS) based algorithm (Section 4) for the online fatigue-aware recommendation problem with unknown user preference and abandonment distributions. Second, we formally present SBORS by modifying the above algorithm with posterior approximation and correlated sampling to control exploration-vs-exploitation trade-off. We give detailed analysis of SBORS (Section 5, supplementary) and prove that the regret upper bound is C 1 N 2 √ NT log T R + C 2 N √ T log T R · log T (here C 1 and C 2 are constants, and R is a tunable algorithm parameter that captures the number of times that we sample the relevant random variables, see Section 4). Third, we experiment with our algorithm under several conditions, contrasting it with competing baselines Cao and Sun (2019) , and show that it performs favorably (Section 6) . Fourth, we also propose a variant of our algorithm in the contextual setting where the user's context/profile affects the preference and abandonment parameters (Section 7).
Literature Review

Multi-armed bandit problem
The multi-armed bandit problem Lai and Robbins (1985) , Berry and Fristedt (1985) , Sutton and Barto (2018), Auer et al. (2002) is a classic reinforcement learning problem that exemplifies the exploration-exploitation trade-off dilemma. In the traditional version of this problem, the decision maker selects one out of M arms in each round and receives a stochastic reward corresponding to the selected arm. Since each arm has an unknown reward distribution, the goal is to be close the the performance of the best arm (that give the highest expected reward) after multiple rounds. A variant of this MAB problem is cast in the combinatorial setting, where in each round we select an arm that can be viewed as being composed of a set of base elements Chen et al. (2013 Chen et al. ( , 2016 , Wang and Chen (2017) .
There are many approaches to solve the stochastic bandit problem. One of the mainstream methods is the Upper Confidence Bound (UCB) algorithm Auer (2002) , Bubeck et al. (2012) , Chen et al. (2013) (and its many variations). An alternative approach that is different from the UCB family, is the Thompson sampling (TS) approach Agrawal and Goyal (2012) , Russo et al. (2018) , Kaufmann et al. (2012) . Extensions of these to contextual settings have also been investigated Li et al. (2010) , Cheung and Simchi-Levi (2017) that allow for richer decision making models and algorithms. While some prior work Wang and Chen (2018), Durand and Gagné (2014) has studied the application of the TS methodology to the stochastic combinatorial multi-armed bandit problem, the combinatorial structure they exploit is not enough to be useful in out setting, or their regret upper bounds or too loose. In our setting, the feasible decisions are sequences of items, which are richer than other objects such as sets.
Assortment optimization problem
For a particular combinatorial problem, namely the assortment optimization problem, Agrawal et al. (2017a) and Agrawal et al. (2017b) provide UCB and TS based approaches with attractive regret guarantees. Assortment optimization is the task of choosing a set of items that maximizes the expected revenue assuming a user behavior model (similar to our setting). A particular variant of this problem was initially studied in Rusmevichientong et al. (2010), Sauré and Zeevi (2013) and further discussed by Davis et al. (2013) , Désir et al. (2014) , Gallego and Topaloglu (2014) , Agrawal et al. (2017a Agrawal et al. ( ,b, 2016 . Since the number of sets is exponential in the number of items, direct application of a MAB solution turns out to be suboptimal. Similar to Agrawal et al. (2017b) , we develop a new algorithm for our online recommendation problem (called SBORS) that comes with attractive regret guarantees. The key difference with assortment optimization is that the problem is polynomially solvable in each round whereas in our case the computational problem in each round is NP-hard. We also consider fatigue, which is not present in assortment optimization. Our analysis builds on the machinery developed by Agrawal et al. (2017b) and uses correlated sampling to control exploration-exploitation trade-off. Recently Cao and Sun (2019) use an UCB based approach to recommend a sequence of messages to users under the same user behavior model studied in this work. Their key novelties include showing that the combinatorial problem is linear time solvable and providing a tight regret upper bound (O(N √ T log T )), where N is the number of messages and T is the horizon (total number of rounds). In general, the combinatorial problem is NP-hard (for instance, when we have capacity constraints, in contrast to the assortment optimization problem where it is still polynomial time). Further, we show in this paper that a TS based approach outperforms their algorithm empirically over a wide range of problem instances (although we get a slightly worse upper bound of O(N 2 √ NT log T )). Hence, our contribution complements their results and allows for a complete understanding of the fatigue-aware online recommendation problem.
Sequential choice bandit problem
Model
Our setting is similar to that of Cao and Sun (2019) . Consider a platform containing N different items indexed by i. let its corresponding revenue be r i if selected. User's intrinsic preference for an item i is denoted by u i . After viewing each item from a recommended list, the user has a probability p of abandoning the platform, and the occurrence of this event causes the platform to incur a penalty cost c. Note that r i , u i , q, c ∈ [0, 1]. We represent the sequence of items at time/round t as S t = (S t 1 , S t 2 , ..., S t m ), where S t i denotes the i th item, and m represents the length of the sequence.
After the user at time t sees item i, s/he has three options based on behavior parameters u and p: (1) The user is satisfied with the item i, then no further items are presented to the user. In this situation, the platform earns revenue r i . (2) The user is not satisfied with item i and decides to see the following item i + 1 in the sequence of items.When the sequence runs out, the user exits the platform. In this situation, the platform will neither earn a reward nor pay a penalty cost. (3) The user is unsatisfied with the platform altogether after looking at some items, and s/he abandons the platform. In this situation, the platform incurs a penalty c.
The behavior parameters u and p parameterize the following distributions. Consider a random variable W t following a distribution F W . W t measures the t th user's patience, capturing the number of unsatisfied items the user sees without abandoning the platform. In particular, F W is a geometric distribution with parameter p. Let q = 1 − p. Then q k = q k−1 (1 − q) denotes the probability that a user abandons the platform after receiving k th unsatisfying item. Further, let F W (k) = P (W > k) = 1 − P (W ≤ k) = q k denote the probability that a user does not abandon the platform after receiving the k th unsatisfying item. The probability of each item i being selected is u i , which is only determined by its content. The probability of each item i being selected when it belongs to the sequence of items S (dropping the superscript t for simplicity) is denoted as p i (S). p i (S) not only depends on the item's intrinsic value to the user, but also depends on its position and the other items shown before it. The probability of total abandonment is denoted as p a (S), and represents the sum of the probabilities that the platform is abandoned after receiving k unsatisfying items. In summary,
And p a (S) = m k=1 q k k j=1 (1 − u I(j) ), where I(k) means that in the sequence of items S, the k th items is i, i.e. S k = {i}. We denote U(S, u, q) as the total utility (payoff) that the platform receives from a given sequence of items S. The goal is to find the optimal sequence of items that can optimize the expected utility
(1)
The constraint above specifies that all the items contained in the sequence are distinct. We denote the optimal sequence of items for a given u, q pair using S * = arg max
If it is not unique, ties are broken arbitrarily.
Algorithm
A key aspect of our online recommendation algorithm SBORS (which is based on TS) will be that it solves the optimization problem (1) in each round. We first discuss the complexity of this problem and a precursor to SBORS.
The combinatorial problem
To start, we first define a binary decision variable f i,k to represent the choice of positioning item i at location k in a sequence of items. These variables are constrained as follows: First, since each item can be chosen at most once, it corresponds to the constraint k f i,k ≤ 1, ∀i ≤ N. Second, one position can only place one item. Thus we have i f i,k ≤ 1, ∀k ≤ N. These constraints are not enough to represent sequences without gaps (no item in a position followed by an item in the next position), so we use a proxy variable g(k) which denotes the actual position of an item if f i,k is 1. The optimization problem can be written as:
Additional constraints on the decision variables (for instance, motivated by business rules such as an upper bound on the sequence length or some diversity requirement on the sequence) can render the problem NP-hard. Without additional constraints however, the problem is linear time solvable, as shown below.
Theorem 1. Cao and Sun (2019) For item i ∈ {1, ..., N}, define its score as θ i :
. Without loss of generality, assume items are sorted in the decreasing order of their scores, i.e., θ 1 ≥ θ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ θ N . Then the optimal sequence of items is S * = (1, 2, ..., m), where m = max{i :
If the feasible set of solutions in enumerable (for instance it is polynomial in N), then an alternative strategy is to perform a sub-linear (in the number of feasible solutions) time search using Locality Sensitive Hashing Sinha and Tulabandhula (2017). Our algorithm SBORS relies on an oracle solving the above problem for a given input of u, q pair. For the remainder, we will assume that such an oracle exists and focus on the exploration-exploitation trade-off.
Precursor to SBORS: independent Beta priors
We first describe an algorithm that captures the TS approach. Unfortunately, a direct analysis of this version is difficult, so we modify it suitably to design our proposed algorithm SBORS in Section 4.3 later on. TS involves maintaining a posterior on the unknown parameters, which is updated every time new feedback is observed. In the beginning of every round, the parameters are sampled from the current posterior distribution, and the algorithm chooses the best sequence of items based on these sampled parameters.
Denote c i (t) as the total number of users selecting item i, and f i (t) as the total number of users observing item i without selection. Let T i (t) = c i (t) + f i (t). Denote n a (t) as the number of users who abandon the platform by time t, n e (t) as the number of times that users do not select an item and do not abandonment by time t. Let N q (t) = n e (t) + n a (t). Let I(·) denote the index function such that I(k) = i if and only if S k = i. As shown in Cao and Sun (2019) (Lemma 5), we can get unbiased estimates of the true parameters as follows:
is an unbiased estimator for q.
In this version of the algorithm, we maintain a Beta posterior distribution for the selection parameter u i and the abandonment distribution parameter q, which we update as we observe the user's feedback to our current recommended list. For a user arriving at time t, we calculate the current optimal sequence of items based on samples u ′ (t) and q ′ (t). When the sequence of items is shown, the user has three options: (1) select one item and leave the interface; (2) see all the items without selection and abandonment; or (3) abandon the platform. After each round, we update the parameters of the relevant Beta distributions.
Algorithm 1 TS-based algorithm (precursor to SBORS)
Initialization: Set c i (t) = f i (t) = 1 for all i ∈ X; n e (t) = n a (t) = 1; and t = 1; while t ≤ T do (a) P osterior sampling:
Observe feedback upon seeing the k t = |S t | items; (c) P osterior update:
if not select and not abandon (c I(j) (t), f I(j) (t) + 1, n e (t), n a (t) + 1)
if not select and abandon
SBORS: Sequential Bandit for Online Recommendation System
Motivated by Agrawal et al. (2017b) , we modify Algorithm 1 by: (a) introducing a posterior approximation by Gaussians, and (b) performing correlated sampling (which boosts variance boosting and allows for a finer exploration-exploitation trade-off).
Posterior approximation:
We approximate the posteriors for u i , q by Gaussian distributions with approximately the same mean and variance as the original Beta distributions.
In particular, letû
where α > 0, β ≥ 2 are constants, be the means and standard deviations of the approximating Gaussians.
Controlling exploration via correlated sampling: Instead of sampling u ′ and q ′ independently, we correlate them by using a common standard Gaussian sample and transforming it. That is, in the beginning of a round t, we generate a sample from the standard Gaussian θ ∼ N(0, 1), and the posterior sample for item i is computed asû i (t) + θσ u i (t), while the posterior sample for abandonment is computed asq(t) + θσ q (t). This allows us to generate sample parameters for i = 1, · · · , N that are highly likely to be either simultaneously high or simultaneously low. As a consequence, the parameters corresponding to items in the ground truth S * , will also be simultaneously high/low. Because correlated sampling decreases the joint variance of the sample, we can counteract by generating multiple Gaussian samples. In particular, we generate R independent samples from the standard Gaussian, θ (j) ∼ N(0, 1), j ∈ [R], and the j th sample of parameters is generated as:
We then use the highest valued samples by simply taking the maximums u ′
These are then used in the optimization problem to get S t
Regret Analysis for SBORS
Our main result is the following:
Theorem 2. (Main Result) Over T rounds, the regret of SBORS (Algorithm 2) is bounded as:
where C 1 and C 2 are constants and R is an algorithm parameter. (2) and (3); (a) Correlated sampling:
(b) Sequence selection: Same as step (b) of Algo. 1. (c) P osterior update: Same as step (c) of Algo. 1.
Proof Sketch:
We provide a proof sketch below and refer the reader to the supplementary for a more detailed treatment. The pseudo-regret can be expressed as:
where S * is the optimal sequence when u and q are known to the platform, while S t is the sequence offered to the user arriving at time t. Adding and subtracting
. We say that a round t is optimistic if the optimal sequence of items S * has at least as much reward on the sampled parameters as on the true parameters, i.e.
The first term Reg 1 (T, u, q) is the difference between the optimal reward given the true parameters u, q, and the optimal reward of the sampled sequence of items S t with respect to the sampled parameters u ′ , q ′ . Thus this term would contribute no regret if the round was optimistic, as defined above. So, we are left to consider only "non-optimistic" rounds, which we will show they are not too many in number. Thus, we first prove that at least one of our R samples is optimistic with high probability. Then, we also bound the instantaneous regret of any "non-optimistic" round by relating it to the closest optimistic round before it.
The second term Reg 2 (T, u, q) is the difference in the reward of the offer sequence of items S t when evaluated on sampled parameters and the true parameters, which can be bounded by the concentration properties of our posterior distributions. The idea is that the expected reward corresponding to the sampled parameters will be close to that on the true parameters. Before elaborating further on the proof details, we first highlight some key lemmas involved in proving Theorem 2 below.
Key Lemmas: To analyze the regret, we first provide the concentration results for the relevant quantities. To be specific, the posterior distributions concentrate around their means, which in turn concentrate around the true parameters.
Lemma 2. (Concentration bound)
For all i = 1, · · · , N, for any α, β, ρ ≥ 0, and t ∈ {1, 2, · · · , T }, we have
Lemma 3. For any t ≤ T and i ∈ {1, · · · , N}, we have for any r > 1,
Next we establish two important properties of the optimal expected payoff. The first property is referred to as restricted monotonicity. Simply put, with the optimal sequence of items S * v determined under some parameters v and q v , its expected payoff is no larger than the payoff under the same sequence of items S * v when preference parameter w and the abandonment parameter q w are element-wise larger than v and q v . The second property is a Lipschitz style bound on the deviation of the expected payoff with change in the parameters v and q v . To be specific, the difference between the two expected payoffs is bounded by a linear sum of the items' preference and abandonment parameters.
Lemma 4. Suppose S * v is an optimal sequence of items given v and q v . That is,
Then for any v, w ∈
From Lemma 2, 3 and 4, we can prove that the difference between the expected payoff of the offered sequence S t corresponding to the sampled parameters and the true parameters becomes smaller as time increases.
Lemma 5. For any round t ≤ T , we have
where C ′ 1 and C ′ 2 are universal constants.
We will now discuss how these lemmas can be put together to bound Reg 1 (T, u, q) and Reg 2 (T, u, q) .
Bounding the first term Reg 1 (T, u, q): Since S t is an optimal sequence of items for the sampled parameters, we have E[U(S t , u ′ (t), q ′ (t))] ≥ E[U(S * , u, q)] if round t is optimistic. This suggests that as the number of optimistic round increases, the term Reg 1 (T, u, q) decreases. Next, we prove that there are only a limited number of non-optimistic rounds (this is a key step). Using a tail bound for the Gaussian distribution, we can control the probability mass associated with the event that a sampled parameter u ′(j) i (t) for any item i will exceed the posterior mean by a few standard deviations. Since our Gaussian posterior's mean is equal to the unbiased estimateû i , and its standard deviation is close to the expected deviation of estimateû i from the true parameter u i , we can conclude that any sampled parameter u ′(j) i (t) will be optimistic with at least a constant probability, i.e., u ′(j) i (t) ≥ u i . The same reasoning also holds for q ′(j) (t). However, for an optimistic round, sampled parameters for all items in S * needs to be optimistic. This is where the correlated sampling aspect of SBORS is crucially utilized. Using the dependence structure between samples for items in S * , and the variance boosting provided by the sampling of R independent copies, we prove an upper bound of roughly O(1/R) on the number of consecutive rounds between two optimistic rounds. Lemma 6 formalizes this intuition.
Lemma 6. (Spacing of optimistic rounds) For any
is defined as the group of rounds after an optimistic round τ and before the next consecutive optimistic round. A formal definition of optimistic round is in Section 5.
Next, We bound the individual contribution of any "non-optimistic" round t by relating it to the closest optimistic round τ before it. By the definition of an optimistic round,
and by the choice of S t we get:
What remains to be shown is a bound on the difference in the expected payoff of S τ for u(τ ), q(τ ) and for u ′ (t), q ′ (t). Over time, as the posterior distributions concentrate around their means, which in turn concentrate around the true parameters, we can show that this difference becomes smaller. As a result, Reg 1 can be bounded as:
. Bounding the second term Reg 2 (T, u, q): Similar to the discussion above, using the Lipschitz property (Lemma 4) and Lemma 5, this term can be bounded as:
NT log T R). Overall, the above analysis on Reg 1 and Reg 2 implies the following bound on the overall regret:
Experiments
In this section, we demonstrate the robustness of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 by comparing how the regret changes with respect to different values of u and other relevant parameters. We also compare our algorithms the UCB-based algorithm of Cao and Sun (2019).
Robustness of precursor to SBORS (Algorithm 1)
Setting: N = 30, reward r i is uniformly distributed between [0, 1], abandonment distribution probability p = 0.1 and the cost of abandonment c = 0.5. We present four scenarios, when the preference parameter u is uniformly generated from [0, 0.1], [0, 0.2], [0, 0.3], [0, 0.5], element-wise. Results: Figure 1 shows the results based on 10 independent simulations for different scenarios of u. The average regrets are 270.1, 186.1, 126.2, 91.2, respectively. According to figure 1, the regrets eventually tend to stop growing steeply. When u is generated from [0, 0.1] and [0, 0.2], regret continues to increase after the initial 100, 000 iterations. On the other hand, when u is generated from [0, 0.3] and [0, 0.5], it converge quickly, for instance before 50,000 and 25,000 rounds respectively. Thus we conclude that the more spread out u is, the shorter time the algorithm needs to find the optimal sequence, and regret is lower.
Robustness of SBORS (Algorithm 2)
The setting is the same as Section 6.1. Additionally, we generate u form [0,0.1], and discuss the influence of sampling parameter R, and fixed constants α, β on the regret separately. Influence of u (Figure 2(a) ): We can infer that the more u is spread out, the lower the regret is, which is in agreement with Figure 1 .
Influence of R (Figure 2(b) ): We set α = 1, β = 2 and vary R. We can infer that lower R values reduce the regret. One extreme case is R = 1, which essentially removes variance boosting and still performs well empirically.
Influence of α (Figure 2(c) ): We set R = 10, β = 2 and change α. We can infer that lower α values reduce the regret.
Influence of β (Figure 2(d) ): We set R = 10, α = 1 and change β. We can infer that lower βs reduce regret. For analysis, we needed β ≥ 2, but we observe that choosing β < 2 can still lead to better regret hinting at a potential slack in our analysis. 
Comparison with a UCB-based benchmark
We compare Algorithm 1 with the algorithm in Cao and Sun (2019) . The setting is the same as Section 6.1 except we only show results for u uniformly generated from [0, 1]. Figure 3 shows the regrets using the two algorithms separately over multiple runs. It suggests that the regret of our algorithm is much lower (factor of 5x or more) compared to the UCB-based algorithm. This is in contrast with the regret upper bounds, and we believe this is due to the slack in our analysis. 
SBORS in the Contextual Setting
We now consider a more realistic setting where the diversity of users affects the offered sequence of items. Let each user's information be denoted as a d dimensional vector x t at round t, which determines this user's preference parameter u(x t ) and abandonment parameter q(x t ). User's feedback for each item is whether it is selected or not, and the feedback for abandonment is also binary. Let Ru i (t) and Rq(t) represent the feedback after showing a sequence S t in round t. Thus, Ru i (t) = c i (t) − c i (t − 1), Rq(t) = n a (t) − n a (t − 1). Since Ru i (t) and Rq(t) are binary, we assume that a logistic map µ(x) = 1 1+e −x relates the context and the parameters. That is,
where γ i and δ are unknown parameters. We can estimate γ i (for each i ∈ [N]) and δ by solving the following equations at each round Filippi et al. (2010) :
This allows us to extend SBORS (Algorithm 2) in a natural way (see Algorithm 3). To initialize, we offer each of item once to an initial set of users. Then in each round t, we first update γ i (t) and δ(t) based on (5). Next we compute u i (t, x) , q(t, x) and their corresponding σs, given context x using (4). Next, we sample u ′ i (t, x) and q ′ (t, x) from Gaussians as before and solve the combinatorial problem of Section 4.1: max
Algorithm 3 Contextual SBORS algorithm
Initialization: Set c i (t) = f i (t) = 1 for all i ∈ [N]; n e (t) = n a (t) = 1; t = 1; Offer each item to users 1, · · · , N and collect feedback. Update t = N; while t ≤ T do (a) P osterior sampling: Update γ i (t) and δ(t) by quasi-MLE according to (5) Observe user's contextual information x t Get u i (t, x t ) and q(t, x t ) according to (4), and
, N q (t) = n e (t)+n a (t), and α and β are the same as Algorithm 2;
Offer S t and observe feedback. (c) P osterior update: Same as step (c) of Algo. 2.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present a new Thompson Sampling based algorithm for making recommendations where users experience fatigue. We use techniques such as posterior approximation using Gaussians, correlate sampling and variance boosting to control the explorationexploitation trade-off and derive rigorous regret upper bounds. Our bounds depend polynomially on the number of items and sub-linearly on the time horizon (C 1 N 2 √ NT log T R + C 2 N √ T log T R · log T ).Our algorithm outperforms UCB-based approaches and is easily extendable to the contextual setting. Future directions include tackling the computational complexity of the combinatorial problem in each round, tightening the regret upper bound, and extending the machinery to recommendation systems with other user behavior models. 
Appendix A: Proofs of Lemmas
Proof of Lemma 1: The detail can be seen in Cao and Sun (2019) Proof of Lemma 5.
Proof of Lemma 2:
We first proof equation 1 by using Hoeffding's inequality, which is shown below:
is greater than 0, we have that
Similarly, we can prove equation 2 by replacingû i (t) withq(t), u i with q, T i (t) with N q (t).
Proof of Lemma 3:
Therefore, from union bound, we have,
Equality (a 1 ) can be calculated from the tail bound for Gaussian random variables θ (j) (t).
Inequality (a 2 ) holds because r > 1 and R > 1, then
Proof of Lemma 4:
Proof 1: Please see the proof of Lemma 7 in Cao and Sun (2019) .
Proof 2:
For any message sequence S of length m, let S j be the sub-sequence starting from the j th message, i.e. S j = (S j , S j+1 , · · · , S m ).
Define event C j as a user views the j th message in the sequence, E[U(S j , u, q u )|C j ] as the partial expected payoff conditioned on a user viewing the j th message in the sequence. For explicitness, we use P E[U(S j , u, q u )] instead. From Section 3, we can recall that P (W = i|W ≥ j) means the probability that the user abandons the platform after s/he sees message i on the condition that the number of unsatisfied messages the user has seen is no less than j. Let I(·) be an identity function for simplicity, we have
Define vector u and q u as
j as the sub-sequence of the optimal sequence message S * v with parameter v and q v starting from the j th message.
Therefore, we have
Inequality (b 1 ) follows from the observation that
Inequality (b 4 ) is because we add and subtract q w E[U(S * j+1 , u, q u )] and r j , c ∈ [0, 1]. Inequality (b 5 ) holds because q w ∈ [0, 1], q u ≥ q w , P E[U(S v * j+1 , w, q w )] ≥ 0 and absolute value property |a + b| ≤ |a| + |b|.
Inequality (b 6 ) holds because of definition that
We have,
According to inequality (6), by induction, we can get
Inequality (b 7 ) holds because of the restricted monotonicity in Lemma 4 part 1.
Proof of Lemma 5:
Notations:
• For any t ≤ T , define ∆U t as follows,
• For any t ∈ {1, · · · , T }, define events G t , H t as
where the definition ofσ u i (t) andσ q (t) can be seen in Algorithm 2.
Since A t is a "low probability" event, we analyze the expected payoff of ∆U t in two senarios, one when A t is true and another when A c t is true. More specifically,
Consider function I(·) is a identity function. From Lemma 4, we have that
Therefore, it follows that,
From the definition of the event A c t , it follows that,
We now focus on the bounding the first term in (7). In Lemma 3, we show that for any r > 1, and i = 1, · · · , N, we have,
Since |u ′ i (t) −û i (t)| and |q ′ (t) −q(t)| are both non-negative random variables, we have
Similarly, we can get that,
where D 1 , D 2 are both constant numbers.
From (7) and Lemma 2, we have,
Proof of Lemma 6:
Notation:
Here we recall the definition of optimistic round and ε An (t). T is the set of "optimistic" round indices, i.e. when value of u ′ i (t) is higher than the value of u i for all messages i in the optimal sequential message S * . succ(t) denotes the successive round index after t that is optimistic. ε An (t) is the set of non-optimistic round between two consecutive optimistic rounds for all t ∈ T . We will refer to ε An (t) as the "analysis round" starting at t round.
• r = (s + 1) 1/p z = log(rR + 1)
• Define events,
By definition, length of the analysis round, ε An (τ ) less than r, implies that one of the rounds from τ + 1, · · · , τ + r is optimistic. Hence, we have
We focus on the term,
where the inequality follows from union bound. Inequality (d 1 ) holds because we observe that
Substituting ρ = rR + 1 in Lemma 2, we obtain,
From (11) and (12), we obtain,
We will now use the tail bounds for Gaussian random variables to bound the probability P (A c t ). For any Gaussian random variable Z with mean µ and standard deviation σ, we have,
Note that by construction of u ′ i (t) in Algorithm 2, we have,
and for all j = 1, · · · , R
Since θ (j) (t), j = 1, · · · , R, t = τ + 1, · · · , τ + r are independently sampled from Gaussian distribution N(0, 1), we have 
New Notations:
• For any t, τ ≤ T , define ∆U t and ∆U t,τ as follows,
Old Notations: (Same as notations in proof of Lemma 5 and Lemma 6.)
• For any t, define ∆U t as follows,
• Define events
where C ′ 1 , C ′ 2 are absolute constants. Denote n i as the total number of rounds that message i is in the sequence, then we have,
Similarly, we can get T t=1 i∈S t (N + 1) log T R N q (t) ≤ 2(N + 1)N T log T R As a result,
where C 1 is a constant number.
Bounding Reg 1 (T, u, q):
Recall that T is the set of optimistic round and the analysis epoch ε An (t) is the set of non-optimistic rounds between optimistic round t and its subsequent optimistic round. Therefore, we can reformulate Reg 1 (T, u, q) as,
Inequality (e 1 ) and e 2 hold because S t is the optimal message sequence when parameters are given by u(t), q(t) such that E[U(S t , u ′ (t), q ′ (t))] ≥ E[U(S * , u ′ (t), q ′ (t))] for any t. The restricted monotonicity property in Lemma 4 implies E[U(S * , u ′ (t), q ′ (t))] ≥ E[U(S * , u, q)] for any t ∈ T . Therefore we can drop the optimistic rounds.
Inequality (e 3 ) follows from the observation that by design for any τ , E[U(S τ , u ′ (τ ), q ′ (τ ))] ≥ E[U(S, u ′ (τ ), q ′ (τ ))] for any sequential messages S. Therefore, E[U(S τ , u ′ (τ ), q ′ (τ ))] ≥ E[U(S t , u ′ (τ ), q ′ (τ ))] holds for any τ, t.
Following the approach of proving Lemma 5, we analyze the first term, Reg 1 (T, u, q) in two scenarios, one when A t ∪ A τ is true and another when (A t ∪ A τ ) c is true. More specifically,
From the Lipschitz property in Lemma 4 and triangle inequality, we obtain
Similar to the proof of Lemma 5, we can show that
where C ′ 1 and C ′ 2 are constant numbers. As a result, we have that
We bound each of term in the above expression to complete the proof. We have by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality.
Again applying Cauchy-Schwartz on δ i (t) and ∆ i (t), we have
Recall that n i denote the total number of rounds that message i is in the sequence, thus we have
Nq(t) ≤ log n i . Due to Jensen's inequality and Lemma 6 (substitute p=1), we have
where C ′ 3 , C ′ 4 and C ′ 5 are constants. According to (16), we have that,
Hence, from the preceding two results, we have
where C 2 , C ′′ 3 , C ′′ 4 is constant numbers. As a result, Reg(T ; u, q) = Reg 2 (T ; u, q) + Reg 1 (T ; u, q)
